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INTRODUCTION
Cancer still is one of the leading causes of mortality worldwide. Specifically in The 
Netherlands, 3 in 10 deaths are caused by cancer (CBS data 2019)1. Although there has been 
a steady decline of a total of 27% in cancer-related deaths between 1991 and 20162, much 
is still to be gained in the detection of cancer, the identification of patient populations 
that will benefit from therapy and improvement of cancer therapies. The general topic of 
this thesis is the development of new anti-cancer strategies that are needed to improve 
the outcome of patients with cancer. We specifically focused on i) identification and 
optimization of targeted drug combinations, ii) drugs and drug combinations that target 
angiogenesis and iii) studying ruthenium-based compounds as alternatives to traditional 
chemotherapeutics. Key principles of the included research will be introduced below.

Targeted drug combinations
In current clinical practice, patients with advanced or metastatic cancer are often treated 
with chemotherapy and in some cases with molecular targeted drugs, immunotherapies 
or radiotherapy. While chemotherapeutic drugs are non-specific and cause cell death 
or a halt in cell division, molecular targeted drugs are designed to target specific genes, 
proteins or the tumor microenvironment that contribute to tumor growth or tumor 
spread. In recent years, the amount of available targeted drugs has increased significantly 
and the efficacy has improved. However, as with chemotherapy, most targeted drugs 
fail to show long-term clinical responses due to several limitations. In many cases, at 
some point during drug treatment the disease will progress, a process called acquired 
drug resistance3,4. Acquired drug resistance is considered to occur due to the complex, 
redundant and adaptive nature of signaling pathways involved in cancer development 
and progression5. Other limitations to the use of single targeted drugs in cancer therapy 
include patient- and tumor heterogeneity6, and toxicity as a result of administration of 
drugs at their maximum tolerable dose (MTD)7.

To overcome these limitations, development of combination therapies is becoming 
increasingly important and is currently a well-established principle in the search for 
treatment approaches that benefit patients diagnosed with cancer in the long term. 
For instance, chemotherapy drugs have been combined together and optimized in 
various schedules already for decades, however, the activity of these drugs appears to 
have reached a plateau. In contrast, combination therapies that include targeted drugs 
have the potential to increase efficacy by targeting multiple key oncogenic molecular 
pathways8, as well as to decrease the probability of intrinsic and/or acquired resistance 
and toxicity4,9. The increased efficacy of a drug combination can be the result of synergistic 
drug-drug interactions due to intervention in multiple molecular pathways at different 
levels. A synergistic drug interaction is defined as increased activity of a combination as 
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compared to the additive activity of each single drug. Another advantage of combining 
drugs is that individual drug doses may be significantly reduced resulting in a synergistic 
effect and decreased toxicity in patients10.

Over recent years, combination strategies that include molecular targeted drugs clearly 
improved cancer therapy outcomes, as the inhibition of parallel pathways improved
treatment efficacy and reduced the probability of drug resistance9. Initially, when the 
limitations of the use of single targeted drugs became clear, these drugs have been 
extensively studied in combination with traditional chemotherapy with varying degrees 
of success. Examples of these combinations that showed a survival benefit include
bevacizumab combined with irinotecan and fluorouracil combined with leucovorin in
colorectal cancer11, and erlotinib combined with gemcitabine in pancreatic cancer12.

Drug combinations that only include targeted drugs are mostly in varying stages of 
pre-clinical or clinical development. An example of an FDA approved targeted drug 
combination is that of dabrafenib (targeting BRAF) and trametinib (targeting MEK). This
combination was approved for the treatment of BRAF V600E mutated melanoma13 and
anaplastic thyroid cancer14. In BRAF V600E mutated melanoma, the drug combination 
was found to delay acquired resistance that usually occurred in patients after 6-7 months 
of treatment with dabrafenib only15. Another example is the combination of encorafenib 
(targeting BRAF), binimetinib (targeting MEK) and cetuximab (targeting EGFR) that showed
increased overall survival in patients with BRAF mutated metastatic colorectal carcinoma
(mCRC) as compared to standard of care chemotherapy16.

Although there are examples of such successful combinations of targeted therapies, 
many drug combinations that did show promising preclinical data failed to show a clinical 
benefit17. An important reason of a failed translation step includes limited attempts to 
determine knowledge of optimal drug dosing and exposure levels in relation to treatment
effect8. Another reason is that some of the models used in pre-clinical studies may not be
appropriate to contribute to the translation process. Furthermore, many drug combinations
are rationally designed based on clinical experience in the use of single drugs18. To date,
there are no specific consensus guidelines that direct the design of clinical trials evaluating
novel drug combinations. Consequently, improper trial design, ethical considerations (i.e.
there may be a dose threshold for treating patients in phase I clinical trials), and inclusion of 
drugs at or near their individual MTD may result in failure of clinical trials. Taken together,
there is a need for measures that increase the translational success rate of pre-clinical
drug combinations. Robust methods of optimizing pre-clinical drug combinations that
lead to detailed knowledge of drug-drug interactions at various dose ratios may benefit
the translation of targeted drug combinations.
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Optimization of drug combinations
There are many challenges in optimizing drug combinations and identification of mixtures 
that improve clinical efficacy. Such challenges include choosing the right drugs to combine 
from an enormous amount of available drugs and choosing the right model to test the 
combinations while keeping in mind time- and cost-effectiveness. As such, there is an 
urgent need for methods that can rapidly identify optimal drug combinations. Methods 
for optimization of drug combinations could be used for personalized medicine, where 
drug combinations of targeted drugs are optimized for a particular patient based on 
tumor biopsies. If such a method identifies drug combinations fast enough (i.e. within a 
time span that does not impair continuity of treatment) it could be repeated as soon as 
decreased treatment efficacy (e.g. due to drug resistance) is observed. If resistance occurs, 
the selective inhibition of multiple pathways may cause outgrowth of resistant cells that 
depend on other pathways for growth and survival. Targeting these resistant cells thus 
requires a new optimized drug combination to establish a prolonged clinical response.

In the search for effective combination therapies, phenotype-based approaches are 
gaining interest19,20 as alternative to a classical empirical or target-based approaches. In 
target-based approaches, drugs are combined based on detailed knowledge of their 
mechanism of action and effect on oncogenic molecular pathways. In contrast, phenotype-
based approaches identify drug combinations based on their ability to modify a cellular 
phenotype (e.g. cell viability or growth rate) with no regard for the molecular target 
or mechanism of action21. One of these methods is the Feedback System Control (FSC) 
technique that was developed by the group of Prof. Chih-Ming Ho at the University of 
California in Los Angeles (UCLA), USA22–24. The FSC technique includes a modeling method 
that enables a systematic and quantitative approach in optimizing drug combinations 
based on a desired therapeutic output. We adapted a first version of this method that 
included a search algorithm (differential evolution) to iteratively optimize (i.e. repeats of 
the same method based on output data of a prior experiment in order to converge to an 
optimum) a synergistic drug combination aimed to inhibit angiogenesis in vitro25. In a 
validation step, the optimized drug combination was found to result in synergistic tumor 
growth inhibition and inhibition of angiogenesis. Analysis of data from these optimization 
studies led to the development of the streamlined-FSC (s-FSC) technique that further 
reduces experimental efforts in the identification of optimized drug combinations. 
In contrast to the prior FSC method, s-FSC does not include a search algorithm, but 
incorporates a statistical design of experiment called orthogonal array composite design 
(OACD)26. This includes an array of experimental conditions, considering 3 drug dose levels 
(1 = higher dose, 0 = lower dose and -1 = no drug), constructed specifically to minimize 
experimental efforts and to maximize statistical efficiency. Output parameters can be 
used for response surface modeling, i.e. a visualization of the relationship between two 
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variables and the desired output aimed to obtain an optimal response. With these data, 
second order linear regression models can be used to exclude drugs that do not contribute 
to the desired output resulting in identification of highly effective drug combinations.

Targeting angiogenesis
In many of the studies included in this thesis drugs or drug combinations are assessed on 
their ability to affect angiogenesis. Angiogenesis is defined as the formation of new blood 
vessels that develop from existing vessels27. Physiological angiogenesis is a vital process
during embryonic growth and development, and is also essential for wound healing. In
tumor development, angiogenesis is a key process as it leads to the supply of oxygen and
nutrients that enables a tumor to grow further. In early stages of tumorigenesis, cancer
cells secrete pro-angiogenic molecules such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),
angiopoietins (ANGPTs) and fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2) causing a disbalance in the
amount of pro- and anti-angiogenic factors (i.e. the angiogenic switch)28. Pro-angiogenic 
factors act on endothelial cells (ECs) resulting in enhanced proliferation, migration and 
survival that lead to tumor angiogenesis. Enhanced tumor angiogenesis subsequently 
leads to the growth of tumors and facilitates metastatic spread. Therefore, angiogenesis 
is considered a key process in tumor biology.

Angiogenesis inhibition as cancer therapy currently is a well-established approach in 
oncology research and was first recognized by Folkman in 197129. Tumor angiogenesis
has been included as one of the hallmarks of cancer by Hanahan and Weinberg in
200030. In the last decades many drugs have been developed that target angiogenesis.
Most of these drugs aim to target pro-angiogenic growth factors or their receptors. A 
well-known example is bevacizumab, a monoclonal antibody that binds to VEGF-A and 
prevents activation of VEGF-receptor and its downstream signaling pathway. Other 
examples include tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) such as axitinib, pazopanib and sunitinib, 
endogenous inhibitors such as endostatin and angiostatin, and certain chemotherapeutic 
drugs. After the discovery of angiogenesis inhibition as anti-cancer approach, years of 
clinical investigations revealed limitations to the use of targeted angiogenesis inhibitors, 
such as bevacizumab or sunitinib. For one, administered as single drugs, these drugs 
account for relatively limited clinical benefit31. Second, resistance to anti-angiogenic 
targeted drugs, both intrinsic and acquired, prevent long-term clinical responses4. Finally,
discontinuation of anti-angiogenic therapy may actually result in compensatory rapid
onset of angiogenesis. For example, analysis of primary tumor tissues of patients with
renal cell carcinoma (RCC) that were treated with sunitinib revealed that discontinuation
of sunitinib led to increased EC proliferation that suggest a compensatory angiogenic 
response32.

1
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To overcome these limitations, as for anti-cancer targeted therapies, combination of 
angiogenesis inhibitors with other drugs or treatment strategies seems pivotal to increase 
therapeutic outcome. The addition of angiogenesis inhibitors to chemotherapy has been 
studied extensively and in some cases, for instance the addition of erlotinib to gemcitabine 
in pancreatic cancer12, an increase in overall survival was observed12,33. Additionally, the 
value of compounds that target the epigenome (i.e. post-transcriptional regulation of gene 
expression influenced by DNA methylation, histone modification and noncoding RNA34) 
in combination with targeted angiogenesis inhibitors has received increasing attention 
in recent years35. For example, a randomized phase III trial evaluating the combination of 
the pan-HDAC inhibitor abexinostat and pazopanib (targeting VEGFR, PDGFR, c-KIT and 
FGFR) is currently ongoing in patients with advanced or metastatic RCC36.

Targeting angiogenesis will occur as a red thread throughout this thesis as it appears that 
much can be gained from extensive research in order to determine the true potential of 
angiogenesis inhibition in cancer therapy.

Ruthenium based compounds – alternatives to traditional 
chemotherapeutics
Metal-based chemotherapeutics such as cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin have been 
used in oncology practice for decades and still continue to represent first-line treatments 
for certain cancer types37. To overcome limitations to the use of these drugs (i.e. toxicities 
and drug resistance38) other metals have been investigated to serve as alternative for 
current metal based chemotherapeutics. Ruthenium based drugs for instance have 
been studied extensively showing promising anti-cancer activity39–41. Reports suggest 
that these compounds account for decreased toxicity as compared to platinum-based 
compounds38,41. Following preclinical investigation, several compounds have been studied 
in clinical trials.

For example, the Ru(III) compounds, KP1019 [indazolium trans-[tetrachlorobis(1H-
indazole) ruthenate(III)]]42–44 and KP1339 (the water soluble sodium salt of KP1019)45,46 
have successfully completed phase I. Clinical evaluation of another compound, NAMI-A 
[imidazolium trans-[tetrachloro(dimethylsulfoxide)(1H-imidazole)ruthenate(III)]] was halted 
as the drug failed to show efficacy as single drug or in combination with gemcitabine47.

The ruthenium(II) compound [Ru( 6-p-cymene)Cl2(pta)], where pta = 1,3,5-triaza-7-
phosphaadamantane (RAPTA-C) was developed by the group of Prof. Paul Dyson at the 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL) in Lausanne, Switzerland and was found to 
exhibit primary anti-cancer48, anti-angiogenic49, as well as anti-metastatic properties50. 
While the mechanism of action of RAPTA-C still remains to be fully elucidated, it has been 
suggested that the formation of adducts in chromatin histone proteins are involved51. 
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Because of the promising activity of RAPTA-C, it was the subject of several further 
investigations presented in this thesis.

THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I (chapters 2 – 8) focuses on identification of 
targeted drug combination therapies for cancer treatment. In this part, methods for the 
optimization of multi-drug combinations as well as scheduling of combination therapies 
will be addressed. Part II (chapters 9 – 10) includes two studies on emerging cancer drugs 
in relation to angiogenesis inhibition.

In chapter 2, the anti-angiogenic activity of epigenetic drugs is reviewed and the potential
of combining these drugs with targeted drugs is discussed. In chapter 3 the potential of 
scheduling angiostatic therapy prior to chemo- or photodynamic therapy is explored. We
hypothesized that treatment with EGFR and VEGFR targeting drugs results in a window 
tumor vasculature normalization and that administration of chemo- or photodynamic 
therapy in this window leads to increased efficacy. In chapter 4, an in depth analysis of 
the interactions and efficacy of the EGFR inhibitor erlotinib and the ruthenium compound 
RAPTA-C in endothelial- and ovarian carcinoma cells is described. This combination 
was of specific interest since a recent study employing an algorithm-based screening 
method aimed to optimize an angiostatic drug combination identified interesting dose-
dependent synergistic interactions. Chapter 5 describes the optimization of combinations
of targeted drugs aimed to target a specific population of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) cells. 
This optimization is driven by the s-FSC technique based on rapid assessment of cell 
viability. We included a panel of ten drugs covering a broad array of signaling pathways 
involved in RCC and aimed to identify an optimized drug combination of 3 or 4 drugs in
only four experimental steps. In a continuation of this project, we optimized targeted 
drug combinations for a total of 4 other RCC cell lines and provided a comparative analysis 
(chapter 6). In this study phosphoproteomic profiling was integrated aimed to analyze 
the underlying mechanism of synergistic drug combination activity.

Chapter 7 describes the growth of colorectal cancer tumors on the chicken chorioallantoic 
membrane (CAM) model and evaluates efficacy of the axitinib, erlotinib and dasatinib
optimized drug combination in these tumors. This combination was initially optimized for
the inhibition of RCC cells (described in chapter 5) but was found to significantly inhibit 
colorectal cancer cells as well as variety of other cancer types. Repeated observations 
of promising activity of the axitinib, erlotinib and dasatinib combination in pre-clinical 
studies, along with the fact that these drugs are all FDA-approved, prompted us to design a 
unique phase I clinical trial to evaluate the safety and tolerability of this drug combination.

1
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In chapter 8 a phase I dose-escalation study protocol for this drug combination in patients 
with advanced malignancies is presented.

Part II focuses on emerging anti-cancer drugs in relation to angiogenesis inhibition and 
includes two studies on novel anti-cancer drugs. In chapter 9 the efficacy of the ruthenium 
compound RAPTA-C in ovarian carcinoma tumors grafted on the CAM and in mice bearing 
colorectal cancer tumors is explored. Furthermore, potential anti-angiogenic activity and 
the biodistribution of RAPTA-C is investigated. Chapter 10 describes anti-angiogenic 
activity of the platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) inhibitor crenolanib and 
provides an in depth analysis of the antiangiogenic mechanism of action in relation to 
PDGFR expression.

Chapter 11 provides a general discussion and future perspectives on the optimization 
of drug combinations and personalized approaches that aim to improve outcomes for 
cancer patients.
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